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BEER | Sellers saying rising prices will not affect sales

Continued from Page 1 and MillerCoors, larger international brewers, he said, are more driven by international brewers, he said. Anheuser Busch and MillerCoors are raising their beer prices this fall.

Anheuser Busch and MillerCoors are raising their beer prices this fall.
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Fire 

Oven overheats in agriculture science laboratory

The oven is shot," Campbell said. "There was really no mechanism — a cut off switch [so] that the thermostat went out so it started heating out of control but there’s a safety mechanism — a cut off switch [so] that if that happens it shuts the whole thing down — and that didn’t work.

After some research, Campbell found a piece of information that student Nagan used to call a cut off switch [at Magruder Hall], "Campbell said. "That was really his blames — just a fear of smoke. The oven overheated and what they think happened is that the thermostat went out so it started heating out of control but there’s a safety mechanism — a cut off switch [so] that if that happens it shuts the whole thing down — and that didn’t work.

LOAN | A new bill before Congress will make the Perkins loan available to students, but with less benefits

The bill has passed through 3 floors countless times," Chitty said. "It’s possible the 4th floor could be more interesting and probably more difficult to pass," Chitty said.

But the costs won’t be as good for students.

"It’s a mixed bag, because obviously there are some schools, that don’t [currently] participate," Chitty said.

"But the benefits won’t be as good for students."